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Starting in the 1960s the field of materials science has undergone significant changes,
from a field derived largely from well-established disciplines of metallurgy and ceramics
to a field that includes microelectronics, polymers, biomaterials, and nanotechnology. The
stringent materials requirements, such as extreme purity, perfect crystallinity and defectfree
materials for the microelectronics revolution in the 1960s, were the prime movers.
Major developments in other technologically significant fields, such as polymers, optics,
high-strength materials that can withstand hostile environments for space and atmospheric
flight, prosthetics and dental materials, and superconductivity, have along with
microelectronics changed materials science from a primarily metallurgical field to a broad
discipline that includes ever-growing numbers of classes of materials and subdisciplines.
This book is a textbook that ambitiously endeavors to present the fundamentals of the
modern broad field of materials science, electronics materials science, and to do so as a
first course in materials science aimed at graduate students who have not had a previous
introductory course in materials science. The book’s contents derive from course notes
that I have used in teaching this first course for more than 20 years at UNC.

The initial challenge in teaching a one semester first course in this broad discipline of
electronics materials science is the selection of topics that provide sufficient fundamentals
to facilitate further advanced study, either formally with advanced courses or via self
study during the course of performing advanced degree research. It is the main intent of
this book to provide fundamental intellectual “tools” for electronic materials science that
can be developed through further study and research. The book is specifically directed
to materials scientists who will focus on electronics and optical materials science,
although with an emphasis on fundamentals, the material selected has benefited polymer
and biomaterials scientists as well, enabling a wide variety of materials science, chemistry,
and physics students to pursue diverse fields and qualify for a variety of advanced
courses. With such a broad intent virtually all of materials science would be relevant,
since modern electronics materials include many diverse materials, morphologies, and
structures. However, there was a self-limiting mechanism, namely it all had to fit into one
semester. Consequently fundamentals are stressed and descriptive material is limited.
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Career Opportunities in the Energy IndustryFerguson, 2008


	The energy industry and its career opportunities are certainly

	nothing new. Excavations in Britain suggest coal

	was mined and used during the Stone Age. Natural gas

	was produced and transported through bamboo pipelines

	over 2,500 years ago in China. Petroleum was used by the

	Babylonians in making asphalt for building their...
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Yen & Jaffe's Reproductive Endocrinology: Physiology, Pathophysiology, and Clinical ManagementSaunders, 2013

	Yen Jaffe's Reproductive Endocrinology helps you successfully diagnose and manage the spectrum of female and male reproductive system diseases, from impaired fertility, infertility, and recurrent pregnancy loss through problems of sexual development, puberty, menstrual disturbances, fibroids, endometriosis, and reproductive aging....
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Green Tech: How to Plan and Implement Sustainable IT SolutionsAMACOM, 2009
“Green” is a feel-good term. It has positive, earth-friendly connotations, often without much specificity—perfect for marketing purposes. Sustainability, on the other hand, is something we can measure and manage. We are sustainable when our use of resources does not permanently deplete or damage our supply, including natural...
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Murach's SQL Server 2012 for Developers (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2012

	Every application developer who uses SQL Server 2012 should own this book. To start, it presents the essential SQL statements for retrieving and updating the data in a database. You have to master these to work effectively with database data in your applications. Then, it shows you how to design and create a database, because application...
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Stealing the Network: The Complete Series Collector's Edition, Final Chapter, and DVDSyngress Publishing, 2009
"Stealing the Network: How to Own the Box is a unique book in the fiction department. It combines stories that are fictional, with technology that is real. While none of the stories have happened, there is no reason why they could not. You could argue it provides a road map for criminal hackers, but I say it does something else: it...
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Java Web Services: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Learn how to develop REST-style and SOAP-based web services and clients with this quick and thorough introduction. This hands-on book delivers a clear, pragmatic approach to web services by providing an architectural overview, complete working code examples, and short yet precise instructions for compiling, deploying, and executing...
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